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Abstract

This paper presents a concept and initial results of testing a vision system for satellite proximity operations. The system uses natural features on the satellite surfaces and does not require any artificial markers or targets for its operation. The system computes motion of unknown objects, and using object models computes their positions and orientations (pose), and tracks them in images sequences. The system processes images from stereo cameras to compute 3D data. Motion of an unknown object is computed using projective vision. Initial pose of the object is acquired using an approach based on Geometric Probing. The pose is tracked using a fast version of an Iterative Closest Point algorithm. Selected modules of the system have been characterised in a representative environment; the other are undergoing systematic sets of experiments.
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1 Introduction

Satellite servicing includes conducting repairs, upgrading and refuelling spacecraft on-orbit. It offers a potential for extending the life of satellites and reducing the launch and operating costs. Astronauts regularly travel on board of the Shuttle to the Hubble Space Telescope, MIR station and to the International Space Station, and perform similar servicing tasks. The high cost of manned missions, however, limits the servicing to the most expensive spacecraft only. Also, many communication and remote sensing satellites reside on higher, Geo Stationary (GEO) orbits that the shuttle cannot reach. Future space operations will be more economically executed using unmanned space robotic systems.

The satellite servicing concepts have been discussed for over a decade but only now advanced technologies that are required for such unmanned missions are becoming available. The demand for new satellites and expected lower operating costs provide the motivation. Future satellites will be designed for servicing by autonomous servicer spacecraft and equipped with suitable mechanical interfaces for docking, grasping, berthing, and fluid transfer and electrical interfaces (expansion ports) for installing new computer and sensor hardware [12].

The communication time lag, intermittence and limited bandwidth between the ground and on-orbit segments renders direct teleoperated ground control infeasible. The servicers (chasers) will have to operate with a high degree of autonomy and be able to rendezvous and dock with the serviced satellites (targets) with minimum or no assistance from the ground. One possibility is to employ advanced semi-autonomous robotic interface concepts. An example is supervisory control [5], wherein human operators on the ground segment issue high level directives and sensor-guided systems on the space segment guide the execution. The on-board sensor system should allow the chaser spacecraft to approach the target satellite and identify its position and orientation from an arbitrary direction and manoeuvre the chaser to appropriate docking interface [8, 9].

In this paper we present a computer vision system that can determine and track the relative pose of an observed satellite during proximity operations. The system processes monocular and stereo images, such as are acquired from standard cameras, to compute satellite pose and motion. Initially the vision system estimates motion of a free-floating satellite to determine that it is safe to approach it. The system does not use any prior knowledge or models at this
phase. The vision system then determines an initial estimate of its pose using a 3D surface model of the satellite. Once the approximate pose has been estimated, the vision system tracks the satellite motion during subsequent proximity operations up to the point of mating.

2 Satellite proximity operations and environment

The autonomous servicer spacecrafts will service satellites located on a variety of orbits extending from the Low Earth Orbit (LEO), 320 km above the earth surface, to Geo-Stationary Orbits (GEO), over 35,000 km.

2.1 Trajectories

The servicers will approach the targets in several steps by reaching predefined waypoints and typically using minimum energy transfers. The initial steps involve placing the chaser on an orbit with the same inclination as the target’s orbit. The target can then be approached along two trajectories: R-Bar and V-Bar [6] (or their combination). R-Bar trajectory is oriented along the Earth radius and when a spacecraft is moving along R-Bar the chaser is slowed down as it moves onto higher orbits closer to the target spacecraft. V-Bar approach is executed when the chaser is following the target along the same orbit and approaching it towards its negative velocity face [8]. Space shuttle docks with MIR and ISS occur along R-Bar. ETS-VII, a Japanese experimental docking satellite, performed several docking experiments along both V-Bar and R-Bar trajectories [6, 14].

Future satellite servicing operations may require more flexibility and rendezvous / docking may have to be performed along other approach trajectories. Such trajectories will require more fuel but the manoeuvres will be completed faster and with no interaction with the ground control station when passing through pre-defined waypoints [17].

Execution of the final contact phase will depend on the servicer design. If the servicer is equipped with a robotic arm it might be used to capture a free-floating satellite and position it on a specially designed berthing interface on the servicer. Alternatively, the servicer may approach the target and dock directly with it. The shuttle crew uses the first technique to retrieve and service the Hubble telescope, and the second one to dock with the International Space Station.

2.2 Visual environment on orbit

The on-orbit environment’s lack of atmosphere and rich background, that might diffuse sunlight, creates highly contrasting scenes. When the contrast of the scene exceeds the dynamic range of the camera, then part of the image data is lost. On LEO the typical orbital period is from 90 –180 minutes, which includes a complete change of illumination from full sunlight to eclipse. On elliptical and GEO orbits the orbital periods are between 12 and 24 hours; and on sun-synchronous orbits the illumination does not change.

On orbit space environments are often regarded as structured and well known, as all of the objects are man-made, and design documents (CAD models) are available. In order to protect the hardware from the space environment the structures and spacecraft are often covered with loosely attached reflective materials (foil) or featureless thermal blankets. Such surfaces when illuminated with directional sunlight and on-board lights create shadows and specularities that pose difficult problems for imaging cameras and vision systems.

Images obtained during shuttle proximity operations are shown in Figure 1. The Shuttle Remote Manipulator System, the Canadarm, is preparing to grasp a free-floating experimental satellite. The satellite is equipped with a special interface that can be grasped by the end-effector on the arm (see the bottom image in Figure 1). The interface consists of a circular base with a central shaft, three radial support structures and can be seen in the centre of the satellite in the right image. Future satellite servicing missions may use docking interfaces similar in size and shape to this interface.
3 Space vision technologies
The vision systems for satellite proximity operations will be used at the range from 100m to contact. This range may be divided into three categories long, medium and short. In the long range (20 – 100m) the vision system should detect and identify the satellite of interest, and determine its bearing and the distance. In the medium range (1-20m) the vision system should identify the satellite motion, distance, and determine its orientation and location of a docking/robotic interface, see Figure 1. At the short range (<2m) the vision system will track the mechanical interface during the final approach and docking/grasping phase.

3.1 Sensors
Data processed by the vision systems may be obtained from a variety of sensors such as video cameras, scanning and non-scanning rangefinders. The video cameras commonly used in current space operations are available at a relatively low cost, have low mass and energy requirements. Their main disadvantage is their dependence on ambient illumination and sensitivity to direct sunlight. Scanning rangefinders [4, 11] are independent of the ambient and less sensitive to sunlight. This comes at a cost/weight/energy requirement of complex scanning mechanisms that may not survive the space environment well. Non-scanning rangefinders [16] offer a potential of low cost/mass/energy and the absence of scanning mechanisms. However, they are still in early development phase.

3.2 Computer vision approaches
The approaches to computer vision in space can be grouped in the following categories:

- Detection of artificial targets (markers) placed on spacecraft
- Detection of individual features (2D and 3D) and matching them with corresponding 3D model features
- Detection of 3D surface data and matching it with 3D models

The current approaches to space vision rely on installing easy to detect and high contrast visual targets on satellites and payloads. Algorithms specifically tuned to these patterns robustly detect their locations in 2D camera images [13, 4]. The satellite pose is estimated by finding a 3D transformation of the observed markers from a default co-ordinate system to the current unknown location, so that the markers will be projected into the image in their observed locations. The internal camera calibration is assumed to be known. This problem is referred to as single camera photogrammetry or external camera calibration. The visual targets can be used only in specific tasks (limited by the distance and viewing angles) requiring the definition of all operations of interest at the design phase and precluding any unexpected tasks. Lack or mis-detection of a target may lead to a vision system failure, as there will be not enough data to compute the reliable camera pose solution. There is certain additional installation and maintenance cost, as the targets must survive the exposure to harsh space environments. The targets are mostly suitable for predefined and short range operations, and when the target satellite/docking interface can be modified.

Using natural features and object models will alleviate the limitations of the target based systems. Techniques based on detecting natural features (2D and 3D lines, circles, and regions) and matching them directly with model features do not require installation of any artificial targets, as they rely on existing object geometry and structure. However, reliable detection of features required for matching may be difficult under some conditions encountered on-orbit (illumination, viewing angles and distances). This may lead to ambiguous matching with the 3D model and breakdown of the computed solution. This approach is suitable for short range operations, when the features can be reliably detected and tracked, and when the initial pose is approximately known.
Vision algorithms that will most likely succeed in space will use arbitrary surface features of the object, and do not require establishing and maintaining direct correspondence between small numbers of high level object and model features. This will remove the need to detect specific features under all possible conditions. Presence of shadows, specular reflections and background features are likely to confuse algorithms based on analysis of single 2D images; therefore using 3D data computed from image sequences and/or stereo becomes essential. Such techniques can be used in the medium operational range as any detectable surface peculiarity including shadows and edges will provide 3D data that can be used in 3D model matching. As direct correspondence is not required, different 3D data sets may be detected depending on the instant viewpoint and illumination. Our vision system uses this approach for medium range operations.

Other computer vision methods, such as those based on object appearance that attempt to match the intensity distributions of the model to images, will have difficulty in the presence of unexpected shadows and reflections typical in space environments. Despite their shortcomings, it may be necessary to rely upon these methods for long range operations where 3D data is not available.

4 Vision system for satellite proximity operations

The vision system described in this paper is intended for the medium range of satellite proximity operations that extends approximately between 2 – 20m. The vision system processes sequences of images acquired from several cameras arranged in a stereo configuration. The sensors are thus passive, contain no moving parts, are of low mass, consume low amounts of energy, and are relatively inexpensive. The algorithms implemented in this system rely on the presence of natural features and do not require any visual targets. Extraction and processing of redundant data provides robustness to partial data loss due to shadows and reflections. Some of the algorithms may use object models. The vision system operates in several modes and is used in three operational modes: Monitoring, Acquisition, and Tracking.

In the monitoring mode the vision system processes sequences of monocular and stereo images to estimate the rotation and distance to the observed satellite. In this phase the system does not require any prior object models. Once the vision system determines that it is safe to approach the observed satellite then the servicer may draw near to obtain better 3D data from the stereo system and continues the operations.

When in the acquisition mode the vision system processes 3D data computed by the stereo vision sub-system and estimates an approximate pose of the satellite. During this phase the vision system may be also used to confirm identity, configuration and state of the satellite.

Once the initial pose of the satellite is determined then the tracking mode is invoked and provided with this estimate. During tracking the satellite pose and motion is computed with high precision and update rate. Subsequent proximity operations such as fly-around, homing and docking are performed in the tracking mode.

The vision system handles a handover between the modes passing, for example, a pose estimate from the acquisition to tracking mode; and may use the motion estimated in the monitoring mode to correct for the processing delay of the acquisition phase. Failure to determine the initial pose requires repeating the process with occasional updates of the relative motion using the monitoring mode. Failure of the tracking mode causes the vision system to revert to either the monitoring or acquisition mode depending on the distance to the satellite and current chaser operation. The vision system may be re-configured during its operation and operate simultaneously in multiple modes ensuring correct data handover and error recovery.

4.1 Image acquisition and stereo sub-system

The developed vision system uses a two-camera stereo imaging sub-system. The images are synchronously captured and transferred to a host for processing. Geometrical warping corrects the images for lens distortions and rectifies to simplify the stereo geometry [10]. The images are then processed by one of two stereo algorithms: dense and sparse stereo. The dense stereo algorithm uses normalised correlation and produces densely sampled data of 10k-100k points per scene. The processing time is in the order of seconds and depends on the selected image resolution and selected disparity range. The sparse stereo algorithm extracts edges from both stereo images and computes a sparse representation of the scene (1k of 3D points) in a fraction of second. An example input image of a mock-up used in experiments, dense disparity map and extracted 3D points are shown in Figure 2.
algorithms for structure from motion (SFM) are capable of producing very reliable correspondences in an image sequence. From these correspondences it is possible to compute the camera motion assuming that we know the camera calibration a-priori, or we have computed it via an auto-calibration process.

There are two different approaches to computing the satellite motion depending on whether the satellite is in the medium range or the far range. For the far range the stereo cameras will not produce accurate depth, so we must rely on a single camera. We have successfully computed both orientation and distance from a single camera using SFM algorithms [15]. However, the process becomes unstable when there is very little translation of the features between views. In this case we plan to compute only the satellite rotation, and not the distance to individual features. Experiments are ongoing with this approach.

Once the satellite reaches the medium range we can achieve reasonably accurate depth from the stereo rig. In this situation we combine the stereo and SFM. At each position of the stereo cameras we get a set of sparse 2D points. Now using only the right images of the sequence we match the 2D pixel locations of these 2D feature points. More precisely, assume we have two stereo camera positions: left1, right1 and left2, right2. We take the 2D pixel locations of the matching stereo features in right1 and attempt to match them to the stereo features in right2. We are basically performing SFM across the image sequence [15], but using only the 2D stereo features as SFM features. This type of processing is not traditional tracking because we use rigidity to prune false matches, which is a very strong constraint [15]. We then use the 2D co-ordinates of these matched features to compute the transformation between the right images of the stereo cameras in the sequence.

This method has a number of advantages. First, it avoids the problem of motion degeneracy that is inherent in SFM. Degeneracy occurs when the motion is pure rotation, or when the translational component of the motion is very small. Second, since the stereo rig is calibrated we know the true scale of the computed camera motion. This is not the case when we are using SFM, since without extra information about the scene geometry we can not know the true scale of the reconstruction of camera motion. Third, the results for small camera motions are no less accurate than the accuracy of the stereo data. When using SFM with small camera motions the reconstruction of the camera path is rarely accurate. However, with our approach the accuracy does not depend on the SFM accuracy, but on the stereo accuracy. We have implemented the second

---

**Figure 2** A image of a mockup, dense disparity map and sparse 3D edges

Sequences of stereo images, dense and sparse range data are available to specialised algorithms for further processing. Only data required by currently running algorithms is computed.

### 4.2 Monitoring

It is sometimes necessary to compute the motion of a satellite without knowing the object type; that is without having a model. This is called model-free satellite motion estimation. When dealing with an isolated object, it is the case that the change in camera position is simply the opposite of the change in the object position. Using this principle we can compute the satellite motion by simply finding the relative camera motion. It has been shown that computing the camera motion is feasible even in an unstructured environment [15]. This is done using only natural features, without any special targets. The combination of random sampling and the linear
approach and show the results for a loop sequence shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 First and last image of a sequence

Here we show the results of processing twenty five stereo views in a sequence of the grapple fixture. Figure 4 shows the reconstructed camera path and the 3D stereo features. The 3D features displayed in Figure 4 are all supported by the SFM analysis. They represent reliable data that was used to compute the camera path, since not all the original stereo features were reliable. We are in the process of performing more systematic experiments to evaluate the performance.

4.3 Acquisition

The monitoring mode estimates the motion of the satellite relative to the sensing system, but it does not resolve the pose parameters. The pose parameters determine how the satellite is oriented along its motion trajectory, and are essential to establish the location of the grapple fixtures. And docking interfaces.

In the acquisition mode, the pose of the satellite is approximated. This is more generally known as the pose determination problem. Using model-based methods, where the geometry is known, a solution can be formulated as a search within the pose space of the object. As the satellite can be positioned with 3 translational and 3 rotational degrees of freedom (i.e. 6 dofs) the search space is of a high dimension and computational efficiency is a major concern. That the satellite is isolated in the scene simplifies the problem somewhat, in that the translational components of the pose can be coarsely resolved.

In the far range the satellite is visible but the distance is too great for the stereo algorithms to reliably extract sparse 3D points. In this case, appearance based methods such as those that use silhouettes [1] may be appropriate, particularly since the satellite can be segmented from the background. In the medium to near range, the 3D point data becomes more reliable than the intensity data, which can be corrupted by severe illumination effects. In these ranges, it is preferable to use techniques that are based upon the extracted sparse or dense 3D point data.

One approach is based Geometric Probing [7], where pose determination in range image data is formulated as template set matching. The satellite model is represented as a set of voxel templates, one for each possible pose. The set of all templates is composed into a binary decision tree. Each leaf node references a small number of templates. Each internal node
references a single voxel, and has two branches, “true” and “false”. The subtree branching from the “true” branch contains the subset of templates that contain the node voxel. Conversely, the subtree branching from “false” branch contains the subset of templates that do not contain the node voxel. Traversing the tree at any image location executes a Geometric Probing strategy that efficiently determines a good match with the template set. This technique has been demonstrated to be both efficient and reliable at identifying objects and their 6dof pose using dense range data.

In order to improve efficiency and reliability, it may be possible to reduce the dimensionality of the search space by resolving some of the dofs prior to executing the Geometric Probing method. The Radarsat satellite (see Figure 5), for example, has very distinct major and minor axis, which can be identified in the data and used to resolve 2 of the 3 orientation parameters. For other satellite models, there may be identifiable features in either the range data (such as circular fixtures or planes) or intensity data (such as logos) that could be reliably extracted and used to resolved some of the positional ambiguity.

Figure 5 Radarsat-2

4.4 Tracking

In the tracking mode the vision system uses sparse data computed by the stereo sub-system and a 3D model of the observed object to compute its pose. The model is represented as set of geometrical shapes: boxes, cylinders, spheres and surface meshes (a hybrid model) [10]. For accelerated pose estimation the model may be pre-processed and represented as an octtree [2].

The tracker estimates pose of an object using a version of an Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm that minimises the distance between two data sets [3]. In our case the first data set is obtained from the sparse stereo sub-system and the second data set is a model of the object of interest. The tracker iteratively minimises the distance between the 3D data and the surface model. The first version of our tracking module used the hybrid model and relied on close form solutions for efficient and accurate computation of distances between the model and the data. The current version uses octtree models, which, at a small expense of lower accuracy, allow tracking pose at much higher rates than using the hybrid models.

The tracker is initialised from an approximate estimate provided by the pose acquisition module based on Geometrical Probing module (see section 4.3). The tracker matches currently computed points with the surface model, and it does not require establishing and maintaining correspondences between detected 3D points and the model features. This significantly reduces its sensitivity to partial shadows, occlusion and local loss of data caused by reflections and image saturation. An adaptable gating mechanism eliminates outliers that are not part of the model. The tracker operates at rates of 1 Hz on a PC class computer and using ~1000 3D points.

The vision system was tested in the tracking mode using various calibrated image sequences. An image from a loop sequence (approach along Z-axis with rotation about the yaw axis) together with visualisation of the computed pose are shown in Figure 4. Additional information about these algorithms and conducted experiments can be found in a companion paper in this volume [2].

Figure 4 One of stereo images obtained during a loop sequence (right) and a virtual image showing the computed model pose (left)

5 Concluding remarks

All algorithms for pose determination and tracking have been developed, and are currently being integrated into a test platform. This paper presents the system concept, design, algorithmic details, and some preliminary results of the integration and testing. There exist other solution approaches to satellite pose determination and tracking, such as systems that employ co-operative targets and active range sensors.
It is believed that the approach presented here offers a number of benefits over the alternatives. The system depends only upon standard video sensors, which are currently available and space qualified, and which will likely prove to be more reliable and less expensive than other exotic sensors. The system also does not require any targets to be placed on the satellites, which can be expensive. Further, there currently exist ~9,000 satellites in orbit which do not have suitable targets. Another benefit over the use of targets is that harsh lighting conditions can reduce the visibility of targets, while acquiring clear images of other parts of the satellite body.
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